IOC Opens Doping Cases Against Russian Olympic Athletes
The International Olympic Committee has announced it will reanalyze samples of twenty
eight Russian competitors. The samples of these athletes were highlighted in the Richard
McLaren report that outlined a statesponsored doping program in Russia between 2011
and 2015.
The report, which was commissioned by the World AntiDoping Agency, disclosed that
coffee and salt were used for manipulating samples of Russian athletes. This report also
revealed cases of female ice hockey players having male urine samples. McLaren did
not revealed names of athletes and said revealing names of the athletes publically should
be done by international sports federations and not him personally.
The second part of McLaren report confirmed the findings voiced in the first part that
Russian state officials and the Federal Security Service (FSB) were involved in doping
manipulations. McLaren remarked they particularly swapped the doping results at the
2014 Sochi Winter Olympics. He also mentioned that doping tests of two more Russian
athletes, who won four gold medals of the 2014 Sochi Olympics, were falsified.
Following the first part of the report, Russia's track and field and weightlifting teams were
banned from the 2016 Summer Olympics in Brazil. The International Paralympic
Committee barred the entire whole Russian Paralympic team from taking part in the 2016
Summer Paralympics. The samples are now being reanalyzed at the Lausanne Anti
Doping Laboratory. The IOC said the cases are not yet doping failures but that the
tampering alone could lead to sanctions.
IOC president Thomas Bach said this is the immediate followup to Professor McLaren's
Report. Bach went on to add that the International Olympic Committee will go beyond the
findings of the report by reanalyzing all the samples of all the Russian athletes who
participated in the Olympic Winter Games Sochi 2014, as well as all those who
participated in the London 2012 Olympic Games. The IOC would retest samples from the
2010 Winter Games in Vancouver in the wake of the McLaren report that stated that as
much as 1,000 Russian athletes including medalists had benefited from the doping
program.

In London Olympics, Russia won 72 medals, 21 of which were gold medals, and 33
medals at Sochi, 13 of which were gold.
Russian presidential spokesman Dmitry Peskov said abuse of performance enhancing
drugs in sports is a global problem. Peskov added all our statements regarding our
readiness to cooperate with international sports organizations remain unanswered and
more frequently being brushed aside. The Russian presidential spokesman also said the
incidents and the data however that had been recently revealed point to the fact that we
are not dealing with some sort of a doping crisis that can be attributed solely to Russia.
Peskov also said this is rather a crisis engulfing the entire global antidoping system.
Peskov also said we have in fact encountered a shocking doping scandal in our country.
The spokesman said President Vladimir Putin and our senior sports representatives have
been repeatedly stating the inadmissibility of doping use in our country, our resolute drive
to fight this evil and to eradicate doping in sports.

